The hypothesis of zinc deficiency in the pathogenesis of neurofibrillary tangles.
Neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) in human encephalopathies of various etiologies may result from a common pathogenetic mechanism: a functional zinc decrease leading to a deficiency of the DNA metabolizing zinc-enzymes, giving rise to abnormal neuronal DNA and synthesis of pathological proteins: NFT. In encephalopathia Saturnica, zinc decreases in the hippocampus displaced by lead; in Guam's encephalopathy, calcium deficiency permits the entry in the brain of toxic metals that may displace zinc; in Boxer's dementia and some viral encephalitides, blood-brain-barrier (BBB) is altered and abnormal metals may reach the brain; in Down's syndrome and Alzheimer's disease precapillary and capillary amyloidosis disturbs the BBB, metals (iron and aluminium) are encrusted in the amyloid and their brain level increases, whereas zinc decreases especially in the hippocampus. A deficiency of the zinc enzymes of neuronal detoxication, of glutamate catabolism and of some neurotransmitters metabolisms may also contribute in the neuronal dysfunction of these encephalopathies. A non-toxic zinc compound crossing the BBB may be useful for the treatment of these encephalopathies and especially for Alzheimer's disease.